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At last: the facts
have been esta-
blished and the
headlines have

said it all. “Official: violent
videos cause crime” stated the front page splash in
last week’s Sunday Times. “Movies ‘can make young
more violent’” echoed the Daily Mail on Monday. So,
after all these years of to-ing and fro-ing, we have it
for a fact, and the answer to society’s ills lies plain
before us. If crime is caused by violent videos (or
pictures on a screen) all we have to do is rid ourselves
of them and – Abracadabra! – no more crime. What
could be simpler?

Unfortunately, within a couple of paragraphs, you
find the black-and-white claims of the headlines
dulling down to a muddy grey. “Provisional findings,
due to be published in October, show that violent
offenders are more readily influenced by violent
videos than other young people” says the second
paragraph in the Sunday Times. Paragraph six in the
Mail explains “Provisional results show that people
with a violent past who are shown video nasties are
more likely to remember the details of any vicious
acts and identify with the perpetrators”.

Instead of the clear statement that violent videos
cause crime, we now have a provisional finding that, if
you show violent material to that small proportion of
the population already known to be violent they will
be “more readily influenced” than their peers. The
most specific claim comes from Dr Kevin Browne, co-
author of the report, who is quoted as saying “Videos
cannot create aggressive people, but they will make
aggressive people commit violent acts more
frequently”. It is hard to imagine how even this
statement can be properly substantiated, given the
difficulty in excluding all other influences and
maintaining a control group.

But assume the claim is right and that the
report really will say what is being
predicted. Does it come as a surprise?
Shall we hear something that we have not

heard before? Far from it. Anyone who has kept even
the most casual eye on this subject over the last 25
years will have seen these assertions made over and
over again. There is now a large body of material on
the subject, some of the more interesting books being
Television And Delinquency (Halloran, Brown &
Chaney), Violence On The Screen (Glucksman),
Violence On Television (BBC), Mass Media Violence
And Society (Howitt & Cumberbatch), Screen
Violence And Film Censorship (Stephen Brody), and
Dimensions of Television Violence (Gunter). Above

all, in this particular
instance, Belson’s
Television Violence
And The Adolescent
Boy made a case in

1978 which sounds startlingly similar to this new one.
What is so infuriating is that each time the case is

presented we get bogged down in another argument
about whether you can prove definite cause-and-
effect. It seems pretty obvious that the answer is no,
since there are so many contributory factors in such a
complicated phenomenon. But why argue about it?
Surely common sense tells us that if you keep on
showing violent material to abnormally violent
people you may well help to reinforce their feelings
about violence. Not that the effect is uniform: the
more violence you show to Mary Whitehouse, the
more opposed to it she becomes.

But let us accept that, for a small number of people,
violent images will mean a greater readiness to
participate in violent activities, and begin the debate
from there. The question then is: do we want all
videos, movies and television to be made to suit the
needs of a few violent delinquents?

It is not such a baffling or unusual problem. We
know that some children, and perhaps adults, too, will
be harmed or even killed every year if weedkiller,
bleach and sharp kitchen knives remain on sale to
the public. They could be banned, but we accept that
this is a tough world and there is a price to pay for
having such things available. It is not unreasonable to
argue that freedom of expression, including the
freedom to depict violence, should remain available
despite the risks (probably less significant than those
attaching to weedkiller, bleach and knives) in a
similar trade-off.

If, however, the answer is yes, we do want all videos,
movies and television to be made to suit the needs of
violent delinquents, then we are faced with the
familiar problems of taste and definition. Doubtless
any new censorship board would not even need to
think before banning Driller Killer Zombie Flesh
Eaters VII. But what would they do the next time the
BBC wanted to screen King Lear complete with the
putting out of Gloucester’s eyes, or Titus Andronicus
with its rape, mutilation and cannibalism, not to
mention such routine matters as torture and multiple
murder? Murmur “Never mind, the oiks won’t
understand”? Or ban Shakespeare along with the
Bible and all those dreadfully violent news
programmes?

‘Financial Times’, August 24, 1997
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Distress signals

It has often been remarked that hysteria, the
malady Freud identified in many of his wom-
en patients, has now all but disappeared as a

formal diagnosis. Freud’s patients suffered from
paralysis or seizures with no obvious cau-
se, which he regarded as physical manifestations
of unconscious desires. Feminist critics wrested
this theory from Freud and linked it to the
suffocating social conditions in which his pa-
tients lived, arguing that hys-
teria provided a “language”
for women who could not
otherwise articulate their
discontents.

Liberate the patients, ac-
cording to this theory, and
their malady disappears. For
Elaine Showalter, however,
hysteria has not disappeared
in the 20th century, but mu-
tated. In this controversial
book, she examines a series
of contemporary epidemics
and syndromes, from Satanic
ritual to chronic fatigue syn-
drome (CFS), and argues
that they are outbreaks of mass hysteria. Most
contentious of all, she includes in her list of hys-
terical epidemics Gulf-war syndrome, claiming
that the diverse symptoms suffered by returning
veterans are the modern equivalent of shell
shock.

In Britain and America, former soldiers are al-
ready reacting furiously to what they see as an
attempt to dismiss their ailments as psycho-
somatic. Nor have they taken kindly to finding
themselves bracketed with that vociferous band
of Americans who are convinced that they have
been kidnapped and experimented on by
creatures from outer space. Showalter’s book
seems just as likely to upset sufferers from CFS.
It is only fair to say at this point that Showalter
is not suggesting that CFS sufferers or Gulf-war
veterans are perfectly healthy. Nor does she
think that alien abductees or people who claim
to have recovered memories of childhood abuse
are telling lies. Her argument centres on the
idea that each culture creates its own unspoken
rules about acceptable and unacceptable ways
of expressing distress. According to this argu-
ment, societies generate “symptom pools”

which pressure individuals to develop certain
manifestations and not others. Chief among the
prohibitions is the stigma that attaches to any
form of mental illness, so that patients are
encouraged to look for physical explanations for
their condition.

“Hysteria is a mimetic disorder; it mi-
mics culturally permissible expres-
sions of distress,” Showalter writes.

“An Englishman can legitimately complain of
headaches and fatigue but not that his penis is
retracting into his body – a perfectly acceptable
symptom in Malaysia and South China.” These
sentences, giving a flavour of Showalter’s  mildly

ironic style, may go towards
explaining why she has got
into so much trouble. The
intelligent scepticism of the
academic (she is a professor
of English) is hardly calcu-
lated to find favour with
people who regard them-
selves as victims of sexual
abuse, or sufferers from
contagious diseases.

Yet I do not think this
is Showalter’s intention. She
does not doubt that what
used to be called shell
shock, now known as post-
traumatic stress disorder

(PTSD), makes people sick. Her aim is to place
her subjects in a context which encourages the
reader to ask why so many people currently
believe themselves to be victims of syndromes
for which there is very little scientific evidence.

And while she is least convincing on Gulf-war
syndrome, she draws parallels between the ex-
perience of people claiming quite diverse causes
for their suffering in a way that goes a long way
towards proving her thesis.

What the book also shows is the degree of
consolation people derive from identifying
themselves as victims. Most of the people she
writes about are furious with someone, whether
it is governments or doctors. This fosters an
unhealthy atmosphere of fear and suspicion in
which more outlandish theories gain popularity
– distracting us, as she says, “from the real
problems and crises of modern society”. Para-
doxically, we are unlikely to discover what is
making so many people angry and ill in a climate
in which books such as Showalter’s generate
more of the anxious, hostile reactions she has
attempted to write about.
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Jonathan Yardley

THE MAGIC KINGDOM
Walt Disney and the American Way of
Life
By Steven Watts
Houghton Mifflin, 526pp. $30

IT IS an inescapable truth that
Walt Elias Disney is one of the
major figures of 20th-century

America, however disagreeable that
may be to those who find little to
applaud in the Disneyfication of our
culture. Like other individuals and
institutions of pervasive, not always
benign influence, Disney and the
corporation that bears his name are
irresistible targets for attack, a sport
in which I, like countless others, have
frequently and gleefully participated.

But it is more to look at
Disney square-on, to assess him so-
berly, as free as possible of cultural
bias and reflexive condescension.
This is what Steven Watts has at-
tempted to do in The Magic King-
dom, a very long book that falls
somewhere between biography and
cultural history. Watts, a professor of
history at the University of Missouri,
confesses at the outset to having
fallen under the Disney spell as a
child four decades ago, and at times
he seems incapable of wiping the
stars out of his eyes; though not
exactly Disney’s apologist, he does
bend over quite far backwards to

. But in the process he re-
quires us to acknowledge that his
stupendous success arose not from
cynical manipulation of the popular
audience but from heartfelt un-
derstanding of and sympathy with
“average Americans and their hopes,
fears and values”.

Walt Disney was no average
American. He was preternaturally
smart, industrious and ambitious.
Nor was he, as he liked to claim, a
bona-fide small-town American boy;
his roots were more complicated
than that, his sentimental
vision of small-town life was rooted
at least as much in fantasy as in fact.
Indeed, it may have been all the
stronger for that. A persistent strain
in American culture is the outsider,
the person who longs to fit into one
corner or another of our vast society
and expresses that longing in
literature or art or something (as in
Disney’s case) considerably short of
those but far more popular.

Disney’s career as a cartoonist
began in the aftermath of World War
I in Kansas City. It ran in fits and
starts but in a clear upward direction,
quickly taking him to Hollywood
and its nascent movie industry. This
was a watershed moment in .
Watt’s summation of Disney’s role in
this momentous and traumatic
period deserves to be quoted in full:

“In the broadest sense, Disney
smoothed the jagged transition from
the values of the Victorian age to
those of a fledgling consumer Ameri-
ca. In addition, he helped to dis-
mantle barriers between highbrow
and lowbrow cultural activity and to
bridge the gulf that separated the
realistic art of the 19th century from
the modernism of the 20th. Through-
out, he negotiated the treacherous
waters that lay between arts and
politics, synthesizing powerful
impulses in subtle and soothing ways.
Disney had a foot in the past and the
present throughout the 1930s, and he
helped Americans accommodate to

by appealing to older tran-
sitions while forging a new creed of
leisure, self-fulfillment and mass
consumption. More than a mere
cartoonist or entertainer, he ma-
naged to become, to use his own
phrase, the American way of
life. The role was enormously
satisfying, and Walt Disney played it
with gusto for many years.”

Any number of can be
attached to that passage – the only
blacks in Disney’s “America” were
stereotypes; the “past” he celebrated
was at least as much fiction as fact;
the “American way of life” is consid-
erably darker and more ambiguous
than what one finds at Disney World
– but in essence it is true. One may
feel, as a disgruntled former Disney
employee did, that Uncle Walt “had
the innate bad taste of the American
people,” but Watts is in say-
ing that the images Disney offered,
at once amusing and soothing,
turned out to be welcome palliatives
for millions caught up in the most
bewildering change since the Indus-
trial Revolution.

It is easy, now, to think of Disney
as a malign influence, when one
considers the bureaucratic megalith
that is Michael Eisner’s Disney but
he didn’t begin that way. As Watts
reminds us, the early Disney cartoons 

had a “unique blend of music, mis-
chief, dance, comedy and heroic
melodrama” and “displayed consid-
erable ambivalence about the values
of modern American life”. In time
Disney developed what Watts calls
“sentimental modernism,” which
blended “comforting tradition and
challenging innovation” in ways that
went down easily, but this took place
after Disney the individual evolved
into Disney the corporation.

He and his company were scarce-
ly the only ones to follow this path.
When the history of 20th-century
America is written surely one of its

will be how quirky, original
visions evolved into mass mediocrity
as the people expressing them came
under pressure to earn even more
money. But we do well to separate

from the corporation, even if
in time they became indistinguish-
able, in Disney’s own mind as in
ours. In the beginning he was a
bright, innocent man who had a deep
faith in a somewhat artificial vision
of America and a capacity to render
this in terms that ordinary people
responded to with pleasure and
empathy. For a long time, being
Disney was , as evidence
from the Disney Studio makes
engagingly plain. As Watts notes, it is
ironic that Disney, whose early work
made sport of industrial organization
and bureaucracy, in time presided
over a bureaucracy as vast as any-
one’s, but that is the way of the
world, or at least of 20th-century
America.

By the time of his death in 1966,
Disney had become something far
larger than : “a revered natio-
nal moralist, an example of Ameri-
can achievement, a trusted guardian
of the nation’s children, and a
representative of average citizens
and their values, tastes and desires”.
For many of us this is exceedingly
unpalatable but no less true for that.
We Americans vote with our pocket-
books, and the multi-billion-dollar
corporation that Disney built – the
most influential instrument of mass
entertainment on the entire planet –
may well be the most vivid and self-
revealing way of expressing our-
selves. Like it or not.

‘The Washington Post’,
February 6, 1998
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As a social issue and a
source of exciting drama,
capital punishment has

been on the cinematic agenda for
80 years. It was firmly placed
there when D.W. Griffith chose a
wrongfully condemned man
awaiting the gallows as the hero
of the modern strand of
Intolerance, his epic study of
injustice through the ages.
Following Griffith’s example,
most subsequent pictures have
dealt with miscarriages of justice
both real and fictional, and with
sad victims of society.

No one nowadays believes
that Timothy Evans was guilty or
that Ruth Ellis deserved to hang.
Yet to avoid special pleading and
to confront supporters of capital
punishment at their strongest
point, total abolitionists must
address themselves to cases
where the crime is unspeakably
brutal, the guilt proven beyond
doubt and the convicted person
does not invite our easy
sympathy. Such a case was
invented by Krzysztof Kieslowski
in A Short Film About Killing
(1988), a film so graphic in its
depiction of judicial hanging that
within weeks of its opening there
was a moratorium on capital
punishment in Poland.

In his equally devastating
Dead Man Walking, the writer-
director Tim Robbins has gone
even further than Kieslowski.
Not only is the crime (the rape
and double murder of two New
Orleans teenagers) even worse,
and the killer an articulate neo-
Nazi redneck, but the form of
execution awaiting him in the
Louisiana state penitentiary
(lethal injection) is more humane
than the various alternatives
(hanging, firing squad, the

electric chair, the gas chamber)
on offer in the 37 other
American states that still practise
capital punishment. The film’s
resonant title is what the chief
guard shouts as he leads a
condemned man down the
corridor to the place of execution.

Based on a true story,
Dead Man Walking centres on 
the relationship between 
Sister Helen Prejean (Susan
Sarandon), a nun from a well-off
New Orleans Catholic family,
and Matthew Poncelet (Sean
Penn), a confused, preening
working-class criminal who’s
been on death row for five years
and asks her to be his spiritual
adviser in the final week before
his execution. Sarandon with her
large expressive brown eyes and
Penn with his large, expressive
blue eyes face each other
through the bars that separate
visitor from prisoner and across
the moral and social chasm that
lies between them. Their
astonishing performances chart
the uneasy growth of a complex
bond as Helen first tries to
secure a reprieve for him, then
prepares him to accept his guilt
and die with dignity. As she says,
what truly links them is their
common humanity as children of
God.

While one knows where
Helen Prejean and Tim Robbins
stand on the issue of capital

punishment, the important thing
about this patient, unsensational,
richly detailed film is that it
speaks quietly to and for both
sides of the question, preaching
neither to the converted nor the
unconverted. Rightly, capital
punishment is put in its present
American context – a conser-
vative US Supreme Court has
handed the issue over to the
local politicians to be used as a
football; death row is exclusively
populated by the inadequately
defended poor, most of them
black; and a lottery-like system
determines who will end up
there.

The film never loses sight of
the devastating effects of an
appalling crime on the victims’
families. Some of the best scenes
are between Helen and the
murdered girl’s bereft parents
(R. Lee Ermey, Celia Weston)
and the murdered boy’s
distraught father (Raymond J.
Barry), whose wife, anxious to
start a new life, has left him.
Even the conventional prison
chaplain, who takes a dim view
of Sister Helen’s refusal to wear
her habit, is treated sympa-
thetically, though one assumes it
was not by chance that he is
played by Scott Wilson, still best
known for his role as Dick
Hickock, one of the young
murderers sent to the gallows in
the film version of Truman
Capote’s In Cold Blood.
Ultimately, Dead Man Walking is
concerned with issues that lie
behind the debate on capital
punishment: it’s about society,
personal responsibility and what
St Paul meant when he wrote
that ‘we are members one of
another’.

LETHAL
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Dead Man Walking stands out among this week’s releases

The film never loses
sight of the

devastating effects
of an appalling

crime on the
victims’ families

‘The Observer Review’,
March 31, 1996
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If I were a poor man

Sir; Your editorial on the NHS (15 February)
was foolish. People with any sense don’t ‘go
private’ to get a private room. They do it to
jump the queue: that is, they use their money
as a way of getting treated before other
patients, instead of submitting to a criterion
of need, or first-come-first-served; and they
square it with their consciences as best they
can.

For example, when my GP spotted my
glaucoma, I took his advice and saw a con-
sultant immediately and privately, so that
treatment could start within days rather than
months. (Glaucoma causes irreparable
damage; treatment arrests the progress of
the disease.) If I were a poor man, I might
now be blind. I don’t think this is morally
right; but I think that most people in my
position would have done the same. With a
better funded (and organised) health service,
such dilemmas would be removed.

Andrew Smith
Bristol

‘The Spectator’, February 22, 1998
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